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T

heme:

On the occasion of celebrating 200 years of Modern Engineering Education in Cairo, A group
of International students (from 6 to 10 countries) will be invited to spend a week in Egypt (2nd
week of winter vacation); full of Academic and Cultural activities to share our history and
achievements in the Engineering field among different ages and to broaden cooperation with
different universities for future International events.
- The following program is suggested:

O

pening (1st day):

1. Briefing about history of Civil Engineering in Egypt  Speech by the Dean of CUFE
a. Emphasize the role of real estate market nowadays (Private Residential
Compounds, Sea Resorts and Hotel flats)
b. The major civil Engineering companies in Egypt and some of their projects
(Orascom with the Grand Egyptian Museum)
c. Civil Engineering achievements across our History (The High Dam, Salam Bridge
and Cairo tower).
2. Two or less speakers to talk about history of engineering schools and celebrating 200 years this
year  Speech by Dr. Wagdy “as the academic advisor”
a. Should greet the guests and talk about the excitement that awaits them
b. Talk about the sites guests will visit and how they are very vital
c. Talk about the importance of Civil Engineering in Egypt and how Construction
industry contribute to local Egyptian GDP
3. An outline for the week plan ( IACES board member)
a. What sites will be visited? Giving out the details for each site with time and date
b. What are the activities available for guests?
c. A detailed timeline for the week as a whole
4. Professors responsible for Pyramids archeological exploration site (In case plan A)

**Some Pharaonic gifts should be given to guests to give out a sense of Egyptian tradition and
hospitality.

A

cademic activities:

Day 1
(Giza)

Day 2

Plan A

Plan B

- Opening speeches
- Pyramids site - Scan pyramids
(surveying techniques for exploration
mission)

- Opening speeches
- Grand Egyptian Museum

- Suez Canal

(Suez)

Day 3
(Giza or
Cairo)

Day 4

- Mall of Egypt
(OR)
- Cairo university tunnel
(OR)
- El Zamel steel factory

- Suez road (First concrete highway
in Egypt
(or)
- El Masreyin Steel factory

- El-Qanatir El Khairiya (Barrages)
(Or)
- Cairo University tunnel

- Seminar "Latest techniques and trends in Civil and Architecture Engineering
fields "
- Closing speeches

C
Day 1
(Cairo)
Day 2
(Suez &
Cairo)
Day 3
(Cairo)
Day 4
(Cairo)
Day 5
(Cairo or
Alex.)

ultural activities:
Plan A

Plan B

-

Nile Cruise dinner

- Hanging out in city center (Tahrir
square, and taking falouka through
Nile)

-

Having Lunch in Suez

-

Having lunch in Suez

- Egyptian Night
( talking about Egyptian history, culture
briefly and serving Egyptian Orientale
food)

- International Night (Exchanging
knowledge about food, culture,
etc. bet. Different groups from
different countries)

-

- Attending a concert in Citadel or at
Opera house

Visiting El-Moez street at night

- Egyptian Museum
- Cairo Tower (At night)
- Salah El-Din citadel
- Sultan Hassan Mosque
- Final dinner at Azhar Park

Trip to Alexandria including:
- Citadel
- Library of Alexandria
- Final dinner at Montazah Park

S

eminar (4th day):

A half day seminar under the name "Latest techniques and trends in Civil
and Architecture Engineering fields" will be held in the Faculty. Professors,
scientists and experts will discuss the latest trends and technologies related to
their field.
The list of speakers shall be determined based on different criteria such as
expertise field, size of operations, etc.

C

losing (4th day):

1. Closing speech by IACES high board or academic advisor
2. Showing behind the scenes video for IACES LC Cairo members
a. Members talking about the idea of culture week and how they received it
b. The preparations done for this week
c. Welcoming the guests for the first time last
3. The guests will be welcomed to talk about the experience as a whole, what they learnt
about Egypt, What sites did they like the most? , Would they recommend their
colleagues to come to Egypt?
4. Showing the audience a video compiled for all the events that happened in the week
a. The video should walk through all the events in week
b. The video should be done with a sense of personalization showing the guests in
different places and while doing the planned activities

D

etailed schedule based on Plan A:

Day 1


10 am - 12:30 pm



1:30 pm - 5 pm



8 pm - 10:30 pm

Opening Speeches
Site Visit
Nile cruise dinner

Day 2


9 am - 3 pm

Site visit



3:30 pm - 4:30 pm

Lunch



8:30 pm - 10:30 pm

Egyptian night

Day 3


9 am - 3 pm



5:30 pm - 10:30 p

Site visit
El Moez tour

Day 4


9 am - 12:30 pm



12:30 pm - 1:30 pm



2 pm - 5 pm



5:30 pm - 7:30 pm



8 pm - 11 pm

Free tour



10 am - 1:30 pm

Citadel



2 pm - 4 pm



4:30 pm - 7 pm

Seminar
Closing speeches
Egyptian Museum
Cairo Tower

Day 5

Sultan Hassan Mosque
Azhar Park dinner

